
- UNC Sociology Visiting Days 2021 - Ø In Chrome, use this link to 
navigate to our space.

Ø Enter your First Name and Last 
Initial, followed by (Grad) if you're 
a current student OR (NewAdmit) 
if you're a visiting student.

Ø Select the audio and video you 
want to use.

Ø Click “Join the Gathering!”

Rather than using Zoom, we’ll hold our social events during UNC Sociology’s 
Virtual Visiting Days on Gathertown (Gather). Gather is a video-calling platform 
that lets multiple people hold separate conversations simultaneously and walk in, 
out, and around those conversations like they would in real life in the before-
times.

Gather works sort of like a normal physical space. We each have our little avatars, 
and the closer our avatars get to each other, the more we can hear each other/see 
each other’s video. When you walk away from a person or group, their audio and 
video will grow fainter the further away you get. If you’ve played the Sims or 
Second Life you’ll pick up how to navigate this world quickly. 

We’ll be using THREE rooms during Virtual Visiting Days: The Beverage Garden; A 
Faculty Meeting Space; and a City Scape Rooftop.

Ø You will then appear on a screen/location that looks like this:

This area will 
show a list of the 
other 
participants who 
have already 
joined. Click
in the bottom 
corner to open 
this section. 
Click “<“ at the 
top to close.

This is you! This is 
where you will appear 
in the room. Move 
yourself around the 
space with the arrows 
on your keyboard. Hold 
“g” for ghost mode as 
you walk if you want  
move quickly without 
interacting. 

You can click on this 
icon to change your 
avatar. 

-
Chat with someone 
privately or people 
nearby. OR send a 
message to 
everyone in your 
room or even 
across rooms!

Video & Microphone/Troubleshooting
§ Yours is located in the bottom left-hand corner. Mute and unmute, turn on/off the camera 
§ Want to see more than just 2 or 3 videos at a time? Click the “expand” icon (arrows pointing 

away from each other) at the top right of someone’s video. 9 videos displayed at a time 
§ Frozen, can’t hear someone, or can’t see anyone? Just refresh your browser

“Spawn” Zone (thatched area in the Beverage Garden)
§ This is where you arrive in the room. Lost and want to start over? Click your name on the 

bottom tool bar then “Reset Position” to return to this point

Main Tool Bar (located at bottom of the screen) 
§ Mini map – Look around! Or hold COMMAND/CTRL & "+" to zoom in, or "-" to zoom out
§ Smiley face – Let’s you react to things 
§ Your name - Click to edit your name, adjust audio/video, reset your position, sign out. 
§ Video quality - Want better video quality? Click “User/Video Preferences,” scroll to the 

bottom and turn on “Use HD video quality” 
§ Sign out – Click here when you’re ready to leave or just close your browser

Locate/Follow – Click a person’s name in the list of participants & select “Follow” or ”Locate”

A FEW IMPORTANT THINGS!
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https://gather.town/app/cowekY9j0I3VpGw1/SocialSociology


Faculty 
Meeting 
Space

The Beverage 
Garden

City Scape Rooftop 

Events 
1. Informal Meet & Greet 

(Thursday morning)
1. Happy Hour (Thursday night) 
2. Department Social (Friday night)

Event
1. Faculty 

Meetings
(Friday morning)

Exclusively for New Admits
(open to all at Department Social)



Each picnic table is a private space. You can walk into these spaces with others and will be able to hear only each other. People outside these spaces will not be able to hear 
you. These are like breakout rooms you can put yourself into and easily leave.

This is a portal. You can walk through 
this door to pop into another room... 
it’s a rooftop bar exclusively for new 
admits during the day Thursday and 
Saturday; but will be open to 
everyone during the Friday night 
social. Once you have explored this 
main space and mingled here, feel 
free to go to the rooftop bar and bring 
your people with you to keep your 
party going. Once you walk through 
the portal, you can come back to the 
main space through the same door. 
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We’ve got games (Pictionary, Tetris, 
chess, Sudoku) for you to play! They’re 
spread throughout the room. Wander to 
find them. Some are even multi-player. 
Press “x” to start a game.

Walk up to a kiosk and press “X” on your keyboard for “Quick Tips,” in case you need a refresher. “How to play games” can also found here.

The stage is a spotlight area where 
announcements can be made to 
everyone in the whole Beverage Garden, 
no matter where they are located.
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- The Beverage Garden -
Events Hosted Here
1. Informal Meet & Greet (Thursday morning)
2. Happy Hour (Thursday night) 
3. Department Social (Friday night)
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These are private spaces. You can walk into these spaces with others and will be able to hear only each other. People outside these spaces will not be able to hear you. These 
are like breakout rooms you can put yourself into and easily leave. The small tables with numbers (1-26) are where faculty meetings will be held. These private spaces hold 
ONLY two people for these one-on-one conversations. To begin the meeting/enter the space: A faculty member will “walk” onto one chair at the table and a student will walk 
onto the other. When each meeting is over, faculty will stay at their table and students will walk to another table for their next meeting. 
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- Faculty Meetings Space -
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When you walk up to a kiosk and 
press “X” on your keyboard you will be 
able to see a list of faculty table 
assignments that you can use should 
you need to remember what table 
your next meeting is at. 
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Kira, the Graduate Student Services 
Manager, will be sitting at the front 
desk should you need help during the 
faculty meeting time block. She will 
make announcements that everyone in 
the room will hear when it’s time to 
change to your next meeting from the 
spotlight tile.
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There are couches (some are private 
spaces), a kitchen area, and conference 
room (private space) where you can 
hangout until it’s time for you to meet 
with your (next) faculty member. Also 
walk up to the TV to watch a video 
about UNC. 
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For Friday Morning
Faculty Meetings
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- City Scape Rooftop -
For Newly Admitted Students 
• During the Day Thursday & Friday

These are private spaces. You can walk into these spaces with others and will be able to hear only each other. People outside these spaces will not be able to hear you. These 
are like breakout rooms you can put yourself into and easily leave. Private spaces with only two chairs and a table hold ONLY two people for one-on-one conversations.
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You can get to this space by entering the 
portal in the Beverage Garden marked with 
the white arrow that reads “New Admits 
Only.” Once you walk through the portal, 
you can return to Beverage Garden through 
the same door. 
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This is a City Scape 
Rooftop space specifically 
designated for our newly 
admitted students where 
you can go to chat about 
your experience and take 
some time to get to know 
each other in between 
panels and workshops. 

Enjoy!


